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About Us
With the ubiquity of smartphones, tablets, laptops and

desktops nowadays, we cannot deny the huge impact

of social media in driving consumer behaviour,

especially in Crypto. That’s why we want to bring

crypto and block chain to the masses. By the means of

being able to spare your time and your eyes.

 

Imagine spending One to Two minutes of your time

and winning some Bitcoin, Ethereum, XRP and many

more.

 

 

 

Mission
and Vision
From Idea to conception, the lighbulb moment came at

the end of 2017 early 2018 right after the bull run.

 

Alot of retail consumers blindly invested at the top and

got stung.  This scared a typical retail investor into

investing their funds into the cryptosphere again. That

is why we have come up with Free Crypto Lotto.

From seasoned crypto veterans to new retail investors

our vision is to bring crypto to everybody in the world

through the way of a simple free lottery
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The Project
 Free crypto lotto is the first of its kind to offer crypto currency for free via a

lottery, paid for exclusively by advertising.

Users will sign up to the website with username, email and password. They

will then be generated a unique ID.

 This unique id will be drawn randomly by the draw machine that will use

https://www.random.org to determine the winner of each draw.

The user is requested to add in each public key responding to the crypto

that we choose to give away to their account. No private keys will be

stored on the server.

On a successful win for a user, they will be notified by email and payouts

will be done within 24 hours.

To enter a draw, users will be requested to earn tickets, these tickets can

then be exchanged for draw entries.

Types of actions to gain draw tickets will be from clicking on an advert,

watching a quick video, filling out surveys, and more. 

 

When the user enters a draw, they are left over with a ticket stub. This

ticket stub can be redeemed for our very own crypto currency FCL.

 

Ticket stubs will be redeemable at a rate of 1stub = $0.01

This means that the redemption of stubs will always be fair depending on

the price

$0.01 / Average Price of FCL

Average Price of FCL                 Amount of FCL

$0.00000068                                14705

$0.00025                                        40

$0.47                                                0.021276596

$1                                                       0.01FCL
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The Project cont...

Why the token?

Who doesn't love a freebie?  The token is introduced as a bonus to the user who

enters draws. There is a minimum of ten ticket redemption before FCL can

be withdrawn 

FCL Token

What can it be used for?

Thats a good question,  FCL can be bough and sold on exchanges, BUT it can also

be used to re-enter draws. This option can only be unlocked after a user watches

a video each day. There is a cap on how many times FCL can be used to re-enter

draws and that is Ten times a day.

How many times can i enter?

You can enter as many times as you like as long as you gain a ticket from watching

videos

What happens to the FCL that is used to enter draws?

This FCL is then escrowed away for 6 months to keep price stable after that  it is

released.

What is the cost of FCL to reenter draws?

To reenter a draw will be the equivalent of $1 worth of FCL
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Flow of FCL
Below is a visual representation of how FCL will flow

in and out of the system
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Token Distribution

The total supply of FCL is 1,000,000,000,000. This amount is
stored in escrow and will be released dependant on the total
number of users on the website.
The release schedule is as follows dependant on the total amount
of website users.
 
Foundation : 130 Billion Locked until 2025
Sales : 250 Billion
Airdrops : 50 Billion
FCL system : 400 Billion
Product Development : 120 billion
Community Development : 50 Billion
 
1,000,000,000,000 – 130,000,000,000 = 870,000,000,000
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Token Release Schedule

Tokens will only be released once the website hits a certain amount of users


